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The mercury is rising fast and so are the trends on the fashion
thermometre. We, at Select CITYWALK are heating things up by lining
up indulgences and treats just for you. You know of our old habit of
spicing things up, right? This time around we’ve resized our magazine,
giving it a new and minty look. (We bet you shut the magazine now
and took a relook at it!) Apart from that, vivacious summer fashion is in
store, rejuvenating summer menus to revel in and exciting new stores
are making inroads to entice you. Do come and revel in some summer
madness with us.

Congratulation
and
celebrations…
Select CITYWALK

REACH OUT

Dear Shoppers,

/TEAM LETTER

Catch our new look!

DON’T MISS THESE

Summers are here in full force and it’s time to celebrate easy breezy
silhouettes and fancy-free fashion with the new collections across
stores. We bring you fabulous summer buys that are bound to leave you
sweating a little bit more until you get your hands on them. Keeping the
cool quotient intact, we have great looks that will turn the heat on while
you strut around nonchalantly. And oh, Massimo Dutti (yep, you read that
right) is knocking on our doors and BCBGeneration has pitched its tent.
Salivating much?

is the

Retail Mall
of the Decade

The summer holidays are here and if you’ve run out of ideas to keep the
kids busy; don’t fret. We’ve got you covered. We have a fantastic list of
things they can do to stay out of trouble and learn on the job. Do sign
up for our summer celebrations and while you’re at it, breathe a sigh of
relief. Super special this summer at Select CITYWALK are the specials
on menus across restaurants that are waiting to be devoured by you.

10th CNBC Awaaz
Real Estate Awards

We did tell you we are celebrating summer. Join us pronto.
Warm regards,
Team Select CITYWALK

We want to hear from you. Please write to us
at citywalk@selectcitywalk.com
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/CALENDAR
PLAN YOUR DAYS

MARK YOUR DATE

Set reminders and save alarms! Select CITYWALK has some exciting
and fun-filled events lined up for you in the coming months...

Summer Carnival
(For children)

15th May - 30th June
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The Summer carnival is back with a bang
with the mercury rising high. It’s the season
of merry making and you must take some
time out to celebrate it with your kids. The
fun ride awaits you!

1st - 8th May

Celebrate Mother’s Day with Citywalk.
Mothers are the only angels in our
life that we can touch and feel! Select
CITYWALK invites you to celebrate the
special day. A lot of surprises in store
for all you Mommies out there.

27th May

World MS Day

In a bid to raise awareness about Multiple
Sclerosis, Select CITYWALK will be
celebrating the World MS Day. Come be a
part of the noble cause, raise awareness and
campaign with and for everyone affected by
multiple sclerosis.
Disclaimer: Dates are subject to change.
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Summer

Weekend Fleas
World
Environment Day

4th - 5thJune

It’s the time for Summer Weekend
Fleas! Come over and get some
quirky accessories, fabulous
Indian wear, summer dresses, flats
and heels and everything your
shopalicious self will want!

To live in this world without loving
Mother Nature is not worth it. Express
your immense gratitude by caring for this
planet. Today we take a pledge to make
Earth a better place for now and for the
future. Are you with us?

June

19th June

Father’s Day

21st
World Music Day

He is the one who stands by your
side when the whole world is
against you. Now is the time when
you give him back by making him
feel special. Come, spend quality
family time at Select CITYWALK.

June

This one is a call to all you music lovers
out there! This World Music Day, enjoy
a musical extravaganza with Select
CITYWALK and also experience a unique
shopping experience.
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/STORES
NEW BRANDS

Launched with a bang

Our newcomer took the shopping centre by storm and we can’t wait to add
fresher faces. Shopping just got better at Select CITYWALK

BCBGeneration

...Coming soon

SEIKO
4
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Back with a new look

These stores had revamping on their minds and they pleasantly surprised Select
CITYWALK shoppers with a swanky facelift. Enjoy shopping this summer with
new collections and fresh looks

REEBOK

...Coming soon

selectcitywalk.com May-June 2016
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FASHION

/STYLE FILE

HELLO

SUMMER

Runways across the world are
celebrating the onset of summers with
something distinct, something different.
From pristine whites to ubiquitous
stripes and from playful jumpsuits to
the modern bohemian, the repertoire
of trends is huge on making style
statements. Lap these trends up to make
summers eccentric, stylish and most
important, fun..

W

e’ve packed
all our
woollies and
brought out
the summer
fare but perhaps, it’s time for an
update. Make some additions,
wear classic trends differently
and toss out some of the old
completely. Thrilling, appealing
and inspiring, runway trends
can be translated into your
wardrobe’s nooks and crannies
with ease and aplomb.

FASHION

/STYLE FILE

Zara `2,490

H&M `2,699

H&M `2,299

The Modern Bohemian
Romantic, more or less effortless yet
breathtakingly beautiful, the modern
bohemian is besotted with loose and breezy
silhouettes, bold prints, fringes and tassels,
maxi lengths, crochet and long chains.
Garnish your garments with ample hippie
spirit to make the coming warmer months a
lot easier to deal with. Let the romance prevail
this season with whimsical deconstructions,
feather-light floor sweeping shapes, floral
prints, swishing fringes and light hues. If
you’re comfortable with sheers, go for it in
super-long and super-light silhouettes. Ruffles,
high slits, deep necklines, airy fabrics and
sugary candy tones are your cues to be the
modern bohemian.
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Zara `3,490
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Zara `2,490

Guess
Price on request

Mango `2,990

The Fun-sie Onesie

Zara `1,590

You’ve heard of the jumpsuit, surely. Printed,
patterned, cinched-at-the-waist, left loose,
sleeveless often, narrow tapered legs that stop
just above one’s ankle, take your pick. Start off
with one in a neutral tone and dress it up with a
belt in a dark colour and a statement accessory.
There are the wrap style jumpsuits that tuck
your waist in rather daintily and if it’s V-necked,
layer it with long chain necklaces. You could
also opt for the drop-waist jumpsuit if you’re in
the mood for boho-chic. A fringed bag, chunky
accessories and sandals complete this look. If
height is not on your side, go for a jumpsuit
that’s cropped, say mid calf and have fun with it.

selectcitywalk.com May-June 2016
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FASHION

/STYLE FILE

H&M `1,299
H&M `2,999

Promod

Price on request

H&M `2,699

Forever New

`7,400

White Out
It’s time to start afresh. Ditch those dark shades you
embraced during winters and welcome a fresh hue and a
fairer one as summer rolls in. There is no better treatment
for your armoire, come the hot months than to obliterate
all those busy prints and colour pops that dotted your
winter wardrobe. It won’t be completely wrong to devise
a wardrobe detox and crave some pure unadulterated
fashion in the coming months. So whether you like
white in your tops or in bottom wear, in skirts, in loose
drawstrings, in peasant dresses, in cutwork peplums or in
a pair of shorts, the hue takes summer by its horns every
year and this year is no different.
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Earn Your Stripes
Stripes never seem to go away, really and truth be
told, they shouldn’t; they’re a style staple! Along with
conventional stripes of the vertical and horizontal kind,
fashion leaders are now mixing it up with stripes going
in all directions, in all colours and in thickness, if you
please. Bright stripes are being shot out in a shifting
thickness and on varying paths. Unusually coloured
stripes in different widths, geometric and linear lines
set haphazardly, modish zigzags, bold and nautical
sailor stripes--the rule seems to be more is more. So go
ahead and earn your stripes albeit fashionably.

H&M `799

H&M `799

Zara `1,990

Zara `1,790
Zara `1,990

selectcitywalk.com May-June 2016
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/STYLE FILE
SILHOUETTE

?

What’s your body
As we get resized and
revamped, here’s why
you should celebrate
your shape too.
Whether you’re curvy,
boyish, petite, or fullfigured, these tricks will
help you look your best

TYPE

Y

ou generally know what looks best on
you. Perhaps there’s a wrap dress that
consistently makes you feel confident or
you always gravitate toward wide-leg pants,
either way, we’ve figured a more in-depth
way of dressing up your body type.

APPLE-SHAPED

If you have a slim lower body and carry weight around the top of your body...
Your goal is to minimise your midsection by highlighting your shoulders and
legs. Outerwear: Try a swing coat. A swing coat will be incredibly flattering on
you. Tops: Try a flowy top. A flowy top is the best way to de-emphasize your
midsection. Pants: Try low-waisted straight-leg pants. Pants that sit low on the
hips will help avoid any stomach bulge. Skirts: Try a high-waisted circle skirt.
The waistband will hit at the smallest part of the torso and flare out over the
stomach. Dresses: Try a shift dress. A shift dress lies just far enough away from
the body to conceal any problem areas. Tailoring tip: Most women with apple
figures have shapely legs, so get your dress hemmed to show them off!
H&M `1,999

Zara `1,790

H&M `1,799
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H&M `799

Zara `2,290

Zara `2,490

HOURGLASS

If you’re curvy with a tiny waist…
Your goal is to highlight your curves, not hide them, by
emphasising your waist. Outerwear: Try a belted jacket. A belted
jacket is the easiest way to play up your petite waist. Tops: Try a
crop top. There’s a reason Kim Kardashian has adopted a crop
top and pencil skirt uniform—it’s incredibly flattering on curvy
girls. Skirts: Try a pencil skirt. A pencil skirt accentuates your
curves and smoothes out your thighs. Dresses: Try a wrap dress.
The V-neck is ultra-flattering to your bust, and the wrap detail
highlights the curve between your waist and hips. Pants: Try
wide-leg pants with a belted waist. The upside of belted pants?
You can be sure they’ll fit perfectly at the waist.

selectcitywalk.com May-June 2016
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/STYLE FILE
SILHOUETTE

BANANA-SHAPED

If you have a slim lower body and carry weight around your middle...
Your goal is to highlight the thinnest part of your waist so your hips
and bust appear larger and more proportional. Tops: Try a ruffled top.
Shirts with ruffles around the bust make your top half look larger,
which makes your waist look smaller and shapely in comparison.
Outerwear: Try a slightly cropped jacket with a banded bottom.
Jackets that cinch in at the bottom are ideal for your shape. Skirts:
Try a mini skirt. A form-fitting skirt will emphasize any curves you
have, and the short hemline will show off your slim legs. Dresses: Try
a side cutout dress. The small side cutout on this striped dress works
to make your look curvier. The inward-pointing lines
whittle your waist, making it look smaller in proportion to
your bust and hips. Voila, curves! Pants: Try tapered pants.
Tapered pants will create the illusion of more
proportionate hips.
H&M `3,999

Zara `2,290

H&M `799
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H&M `1,799

Zara `2,290
Zara `1,490

PEAR-SHAPED

If the widest part of your body is around your hips…
Your goal is to elongate and balance your figure by accentuating
your top half. Dresses: Try an off-the-shoulder fit-and-flare dress.
Your bare shoulders will take the attention off your lower body, and
the skirt shape is ideal for highlighting the smallest part of your waist
and then generously flaring out to conceal wider hips. Outerwear:
Try a structured jacket. Interesting details or prints direct attention to
the top half of your body and give a bit of structure to the shoulder
area, which makes your bottom-half appear smaller in comparison.
Skirts: Try an A-line skirt. An A-line skirt highlights the smallest part
of your waist, and flares out over hips. Tops: Try an embellished top.
Embellished or embroidered tops are great for centering the focus
on your slim upper body. Underscore the effect by keeping your skirt
or pants simple and unadorned. Pants: Try boot-cut pants. Boot-cut
styles provide a one-two punch: They draw eyes away from the hips,
and the volume at the hem balances out your hips, making them seem
perfectly proportioned. We like a slim flare for an uber modern feel.

selectcitywalk.com May-June 2016
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/BAG IT
BODYMIST

SMELL LIKE A DREAM
They’re light and misty making them the perfect pickme-up for summers. Hydrate your senses with the exotic
fragrances of these body mists

Sephora
Price on request

Forest
Essentials
Price on
request

The Body Shop
`795

18

The Body Shop
`1,195
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Clinique
`4,150

The Body Shop
`795

The Body Shop
`1,095

selectcitywalk.com May-June 2016

The Body Shop
`795
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/STYLE FILE
BEAUTY SPOT
20
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SUMMER

STROKES

Summer is here! A season where experimentation is welcome
and idiosyncrasy is the key. We bring to you different takes on the
same aesthetics adapted to suit every face. Have fun and take your
makeup to the next level

T

his season,
beauty is taking
on its summer
avatar by way of
versatility, colour
and oomph. Kohl is back, the
eyes are bright and tropical,
the lips plump and the cheeks
a-flush with colour. Here’s the
lowdown on the beauty trends
you should know pat.

selectcitywalk.com May-June 2016
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/STYLE FILE
BEAUTY SPOT

KOHL-ING THE SHOTS

This trend boasts of versatility each
time it shows up on the trend radar.
Right from New York to Milan, Paris
and London this dramatic beauty trend
has been sported on 1970s-inspired
ensembles to sweet candy-hued knits.
For daytime affairs, keep the kohl limited
to a neat thin line and for the afterhours, boost it with a shot of some more
kohl and some smudging.

CLINIQUE
`1,290

MAC `2,000

MAC `1,550

22

MAC
`1,300
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BOBBI BROWN `2,690
INGLOT
Price on
request

SUNSHINE EYES

MAC
Price on
request

selectcitywalk.com May-June 2016

You’d think that when a makeup artist
is blending orange and red, it’s for the
lips but at Altuzarra’s SS 2016 show,
it was for the eyelids. This warm hue
was brushed over the creases and lids
and one was left pleasantly surprised.
The cue here is that tropical hues can
become stronger as your skin tone
becomes darker. Dip your brush in a
tropical palette for the eyes this summer.
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/STYLE FILE
BEAUTY SPOT
ROSY ROUGE

While this is a trend
that stayed away
for a while, it has
reappeared and left
everyone spellbound.
Brush strokes high
on the cheekbones or
doll-esque right on
your cheeks, both are
the way to go if it suits
you. Get the right tone
of rouge and don’t be
surprised if people are
ready to plant a few of
those kisses right on
your cheeks!

24

MAC
`1,200

The Body Shop `795

CLINIQUE `1,300
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PLUMP ‘EM LIPS

A fad that’s refusing to go away
is the ready-to-kiss plumped up
lips. Youthful and fresh as always,
there’s a high shine factoring on
the lips this season. At New York
Fashion Week, one could spot
light bouncing off those pretty
pouts on ramp.
The Body Shop
`895

BOBBI BROWN
`2,100
CLINIQUE
`1,600
MAC `1,450

selectcitywalk.com May-June 2016
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/BAG IT
JEWELLERY

Aldo
Price on request

BLING IT ON
No harm in making your life a little more
shimmery and glittery and these charming
baubles are urging you to do just that

Forever New
`1,200
Forever New
`600
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Aldo
Price on request

Accessorize
`795

Forever New `800

Accessorize
`1,945
Forever New `800

Accessorize
`1,545

Accessorize
`795

Accessorize
`1,145

Accessorize
`1,545

Accessorize
`1,345

selectcitywalk.com May-June 2016

Accessorize
`795

Accessorize
`795
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FLATS

/BAG IT

Forever New `4,000

Aldo
`5,490

Aldo `3,490

Aldo ` 3,490

Charles & Keith `5,499

BEST FOOT
FORWARD

Take your pick from this potpourri of styles
and colours. Toss those towering heels and
swap them with these chic and swanky flats
this summer
Aldo `3,490
Havaianas
`1,500
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The latest word in cool denim
jackets has a re-finished retro
feel. Zara
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TREND

/SNAPSHOTS
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While traditional bo
yfriend jeans
still have a place, we
’re feeling the
more Euro flair of a
slightly fitt
folded-up version. Za ed,
ra
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TREND

/SNAPSHOTS
34

A button-down denim
dungaree is what you
need
to get your hands on.
Zara

May-June 2016 selectcitywalk.com
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TREND

/SNAPSHOTS

A bold floral numbe
r is for the
fashion-forward gu
y who’s ready to
jump into a fresh ne
w trend. Zara
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TREND

/SNAPSHOTS

Add vivacity to your
wardrobe with
this abstract tropic
al bloom and
foliage print shirt.
Zara
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CAPES

/BAG IT

Taking over-sized bloom
s down a
notch, micro-florals are
for those with
a more subtle approach
! Oh-so-sexy!
SuperDry

selectcitywalk.com May-June 2016
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Make them take
each stride with
comfort and ease
months. These ar in the warmer
e cool, playful,
and
breathable optio
ns. GAP
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TREND

/SNAPSHOTS

So fresh and crisp
, it’s the
chicest neutral to
sport.
Anti-fits and over
alls. Need we
ask for more? GAP
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Denims are a kid’s be
st friend.
Get hip in this multipocket
hooded denim parka
. Zara

selectcitywalk.com May-June 2016
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TREND

/SNAPSHOTS
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A little loose and very cool,
this is meant to dance or jump
around in. GAP
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You can never go
wrong with this
classic maroon chic
bag. Da Milano
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An eye-catching accessory never
fails to uplift an ensemble. This
elegant belt with a silver buckle
makes for great waist-candy.
Armani Jeans
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/BAG IT
SUMMER WEAR

GAP `2,499

Guess `4,999

Accessorize `2,845

Accessorize `3,145

Guess `4,999

GIVE IT A SHORT

You do own a pair of these, don’t you? The fashion
police can jail you for this brow-raising crime, if you
don’t. So, grab a pair and step out in style

Guess `4,999
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Guess `4,999
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GAP
Price on request

Zara `1,590

Guess `4,999
Zara `2,290

Guess `3,999

TOP THAT

Beat the heat with these voguish summer tops that
will take your chic quotient a notch higher. Get those
temperatures soaring already!

selectcitywalk.com May-June 2016
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HUES

/BAG IT

Zara `2,890

Bobbi Brown
`1,840

Zara `1,590

MAKE WAY FOR
ROSE QUARTZ
The soothing and calming rose quartz
is persuasive yet gentle. Flaunt an
uber chic look in this light hue during
the warm months ahead
Zara `3,990

Sephora
Price on request

GAP `1,299
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SUMMER

TRESSES

Low maintenance, on-trend and
summer-ready is how your hair is going
to look this summer. So get your natural
texture to work for you (yes, even with all
the humidity), pile up on the accessories
and get ready to play!

Y

ou’re looking for a new
look and don’t want to
snip off too much, given
you spent all winters
letting them be and now
they’re finally at an agreeable length.
Master these summer styles to keep the
length and sport a new look each time.

selectcitywalk.com May-June 2016
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MINIATURE
PLAITS

We love our braids and
simply cannot let go of
them. And so, after the
fishtail and one-side
braid variety, we bring to
you the miniature sort
this summer. Centre-part
your hair and make these
braids trail down to the
nape of your neck or
simply leave it all loose
and sport many mini
plaits from mid-length
onwards. Snug Dutch
braids starting from one
side of your crown going
all the way to the other
end also look adorable
if you have the length.
Start making a tight
braid from one end, go
all the way up to the
crown and then bring it
to the back and down to
the nape and then take
it all into a low-lying
ponytail. Taut, practical
for the summers and
great-looking is how
we like our braids
this summer.
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BACK-TO-SCHOOL
PIGTAILS

Our mums or even dads
were adept at this particular
hairstyle but here it is--pigtails
are back only this time around,
for adults! The underlying
connotation here is—it’s too
childish or too immature but
hey, we’re up for some fun
albeit with a chic twist. This
youthful style can be played
around with in several ways.
For instance, Chanel took the
pigtail and pulled it backwards,
stuck some cutesy bows and
headbands and let it all fall on
the back. Marni, on the other
hand, kept strands completely
straight and pulled two pigtails
to separate sides. Miu Miu
brought the strands forward
and let them fall on the
shoulders. Braid your hair into
two and three but don’t shy
away from pigtails this season.

selectcitywalk.com May-June 2016
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OUT-OF-THE-POOL
HAIR

This one is easy and
especially since we are now
in the season for chilling in
the pool for hours on end
or for long swims in the
ocean. This wet sleek style
looks especially great on
shoulder-length hair with a
side parting. For those of you
who don’t covet the water
but really dig this look, gel is
your best friend. At Missoni,
wet hair was polished with
hairspray and mousse lent
a suave and sexy look. The
Burberry gals were sent down
the ramp straight out of the
pool leaving their hair to dry
naturally. Unkempt, slicked
back or left to drip-dry... get
out of the pool now.
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HALF & HALF LOOPS

A style that’s a favourite with
designers and fashionistas alike
is the half & half look. Keeping
half of your hair up in a knot and
letting the rest simply cascade
down au naturel. Vivienne
Westwood Red Label brought
this look on runways with a
wavy beachy texture, natural
and uneven in the half that’s
left down and the other half
swooped up into a messy bun
or knot. Make double braids on
both sides, overlap them at the
back and bring them up in a knot
and let the rest fall down your
back. The half and half trend can
be done with braids, twists and
buns and usually will require
long length. Romance this style
this summer.
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/STYLE FILE

The
Generation
Girl

Meet the Generation Girl. She has the world at
her fingertips. She is fashion-forward. She is a
risk-taker. She is not afraid to speak her mind.
She is BCBGeneration
Indulge yourself at the new BCBGeneration store at
Select CITYWALK

Summers are here and BCBGeneration
is also here. A young contemporary
brand that’s made for the youthful
and spontaneous spirit. This flowing
garment talks just about that freeminded spirit. Dainty and feminine yet
not one to be messed around with, this
is the Generation Girl.
Gown, `13,990
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/STYLE FILE

The Generation Girl
knows her classics
only too well. What
she also knows
is how to make
a classic work
for her. Whites,
for instance. She
knows how to
work her white
in a manner that
keeps every eye on
her. Paired with
a light-weight
printed scarf and
a huge straw hat,
she’s ready to
take on the world.
Fashionably so.
Jacket, `9,990
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The Generation Girl has turned
trend curator. Her effortless
approach to femininity and
the revolutionary spirit of the
60s and 70s is inspirational.
Always sure to bring her soul
to everything.
Printed shirt, `5,990
Bottom, `6,990

selectcitywalk.com May-June 2016
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The Gen Girl lives her
life to the fullest. Her
choice of clothing such
as this flowing breezy
dress is symbolic of her
adventurous spirit as well
as her strong independent
nature
Dress, `13,990

selectcitywalk.com May-June 2016
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FASHION

/STYLE FILE

Here, the Gen Girl courts
city chic. Clean structure
channels the simplicity
of the iconic 60s mod
and kitschy prints merge
with country checks and
crosshatch denims.
Godet romper, `7,990
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Demure as the girl
next door and all that
is feminine becomes a
statement in celebrating
herself. She loves to love.
She lives to create. She
makes memories.
V-neck Black lace dress, `8,990
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KIDSZONE

/STYLE FILE

SUMMER FUNK
The temperature’s soaring, school’s out of session,
and all that kids want to do is sit at home, laze
around and play. Make this summer all the more
fun with games, crafts and activities that will keep
them busy

Most kids love to get dirty and
thus, a garden activity is just apt.
Get outside and give them green
thumbs. Planting a little shrub or
a tree is a great way to teach the
kiddos about the environment and
how to keep their surroundings
green. Between the watering and
the weeding, a garden bed will
keep them occupied all summer. If
all goes as planned, they’ll have a
pumpkin, come fall! Do not forget
to bring your little ones to Select
CITYWALK on 4th and 5th of
June as we are celebrating World
Environment Day. They will learn
a lot more and you will be planting
the right seeds for the future.
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Tommy Hilfiger

Plant a future

May June 2016 selectcitywalk.com

It’s dad vs kiddo

Turn on the sprinklers, crank up the
hose and fill up those water guns; it’s
time for a water fight! The perfect
activity for hot summer afternoons,
water fights are a great way to have
so much fun and to bond with the
children. It also serves as a substitute
for pool-time and keeps the kids
cool. All you dads, give up on nap
time and bring your kids out into the
gardens for joyous water fights. To
add to the fun, bring your kiddos to
commemorate Father’s Day with us
at Select CITYWALK and partake
in the awesome activities we’ve got
lined up for you.

selectcitywalk.com May-June 2016
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Spraying for fun

Mummies, time to bring out
the spray paint bottles! This
spray-paint craft will have your
precious little ones spritzing
away in no time. Along with
making something really
colourful, this activity will get
all those little hand muscles
moving, perfect for building fine
motor skills. Your child will also
explore colour theory and will
experience the change in colour
tones when the primary colours
(red, yellow and blue) are mixed
together. Select CITYWALK is
hosting a week-long gala on the
occasion of Mother’s Day that
you cannot miss out on. A lot of
fun activities are in store for you
and your children. Mark your
calendar.
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Play it like a pro

Tommy Hilfiger

Did you note a musical inclination in your children? Are
they learning a musical instrument? Did you know most
stores that sell musical instruments offer surprisingly
affordable rental programmes for kids? Let your child
pick an instrument to learn for the summers. Who knows,
you may find your child actually has the knack for it. A
future profession, perhaps. Also, bring your kids to unravel
the musical talent within them at the World Music Day
celebrations at Select CITYWALK.
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/BAG IT
SUNSCREEN

SUMMER SAVIOURS

Take it or leave it, you can’t ignore the sunscreen. Here’s our
line-up of sunscreens with light-weight formulae to keep you
sun safe

The Body Shop
`1,295

Clinique
`2,050

BOBBI BROWN
`3,800
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The Body Shop
`1,295
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The Body Shop
`2,495

The Body Shop
`1,695

The Body Shop
`2,095

selectcitywalk.com May-June 2016

Estee lauder
`2,400
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/BAG IT
BEACHWEAR

Accessorize `3,090
Accessorize
`3,445

Accessorize `3,145

Aldo `3,490

BEACH BABE

Sensual two-pieces and bright cover-ups to breezy
dresses and beach hats, look smokin’ hot while riding
the fashion wave in style this summer
Accessorize
`2,845

Tommy
Hilfiger `7,999

Havaianas
Price on request
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Accessorize `4,190

SUNGLASSES
/BAG IT

H&M `599

H&M `7
99

PEEP IN STYLE
From trendy pops of colour, to iconic
designs, kick off summer with these super
cool shades

490
Zara `1,

ew `1,800

Forever N
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Zara `1,4
90
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RELAXATION

/WANDERLUST

RELAX, DETOX AND

INDULGE
The stress is all but killing you albeit softly. Take time
out, book yourself into heaven a.k.a. a fabulous spa and
emerge de-stressed, detox-ed and divine
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G

one are the days when
a fabulous restaurant
and a fancy bar set a
hotel apart. What’s becoming
central instead is a great spa!
Skilled therapists, a delightful
menu that’ll soothe your
nerves and the elated sense
of being in which you surface
post-treatment are the tourde-force behind fantastic
spas. We’re listing 10 of the
best spa resorts across the
world. Take that spa-cation!

selectcitywalk.com May-June 2016
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CHEDI ANDERMATT, SWITZERLAND
The Chedi Andermatt spa is one of the
most striking in Europe. Designed by JeanMichel Gathy, it features multiple pools,
an exceptionally well-equipped gym, free
fitness classes for guests and treatments
using products from SpaRitual, ila, Ren
and Alpienne. The spa is phenomenal and
capacious, incorporating multiple baths and
saunas, a hammam, impressively well-equipped
gym and treatments that include bathing
ceremonies and Asian massage therapies.
Chill in the pool with a glass of red and pamper yourself

ATTRACTIONS
From incredible mountain scenery to museums
and spas, there are many things to see and do in
Switzerland. Visit Zurich for its architecture, take a
scenic hike to Giessbach Waterfalls or swim in
Rhine River in the summer and take a romantic
walk over its bridges. Visit the Einstein House in
Bern where the famous physicist lived and
worked. Tempting, isn’t it?
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With an infinity pool and a view like that,
who needs anything else

SHA WELLNESS CLINIC, ALICANTE, SPAIN
ATTRACTIONS

SHA Wellness Clinic is seriously focussed on
improving guests’ health rather than just providing
them with a few days’ R&R. The modern complex
– think hospital meets five-star hotel – has large
swimming pools and waterfalls, hydrotherapy and
treatment areas, and relaxation zones, from Zen
areas to tropical gardens. All the big bedrooms have
a terrace for “naked sunbathing”, as recommended
by one of the therapists. No prizes for guessing why!

Turquoise waters of the
Mediterranean kissing
its shores, Alicante is
a popular resort on the
Costa Blanca. Visit the
Museo Arqueológico,
the Museo de Bellas
Artes Gravina and
don’t miss out on the
beaches!

selectcitywalk.com May-June 2016
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VELAA PRIVATE ISLAND, MALDIVES
Each luxury resort in the Maldives has an impressive
spa, but the facility at Velaa Private Island is special.
One of only four My Blend by Clarins spas worldwide,
it offers finessed treatments using products that are
matched with clients’ skin types. The setting is idyllic too,
with treatments taking place in thatched cottages that
stand on stilts above shimmering clear water. The spa is
exceptionally well-equipped, and in addition to booking
treatments, resort guests are free to use the spa’s outdoor
jacuzzi, steam room, sauna and, unique in the Maldives,
a “snow room” chilled continually and complete with
mounds of compacted ice and snow.

ATTRACTIONS

Unwind in your private tub while
contemplating the ocean outside
The Maldives are characterised by a unique
coral nature and possess unique tourism spots.
Go diving in Alimatha Island or for those who
like museums, visit the National Museum.
The Artificial Beach is a not-to-be-missed
destination for its water sports and carnivals.
Banana Reef, Manta Point, Jumhoree Maidan
and so much more in the Maldives.
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VILLA STÉPHANIE, GERMANY

ATTRACTIONS
Thanks to its mild
climate and hot springs,
Baden-Baden is one of
the world’s best-known
spa towns. In summer,
it’s a haven for hiking,
while in winter, it
attracts both Nordic
and downhill skiers.

In the spa town of Baden-Baden in Germany, Villa Stéphanie is
one of Europe’s most medically advanced spas. Treatments are
developed in response to tailored medical checks, nutritionists
are on standby to develop special menus and the extensive
fitness facilities include a private gym. In Baden-Baden, whose
healing waters have drawn the weary since Roman times, Villa
Stéphanie was once the primary residence of a German duchess.
Superficially, the renovated 15-bedroom property, part of the highend Oetker Collection, functions as “just” another luxury hotel
but its health and wellbeing facilities, covering beauty, detox and
nutrition, “emotional balance” and medical needs, are immense.

Get customised
therapies or
simply go cycling-either way,
rejuvenate

Villa
Stéphanie
lends an
integrated
approach to
health and
well-being,
focussing on
combining
beauty, detox,
emotional
and medical
care
selectcitywalk.com May-June 2016
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D-HOTEL MARIS, TURKEY
In Turkey, D-Hotel Maris’s Espa spa is a large and
soothing space, but it’s the overall setting that propels
it to the next level. Standing on the tip of a protected
peninsula, it offers spectacular, restorative views and
is straddled by a number of private beaches, including
the relaxing Silence Beach (the self-explanatory
“silence beach” is best for those who want complete
serenity) D-Hotel Maris’s spa is vast including a
vitality pool, sauna and steam room and adjacent wellequipped gym and multiple relaxation areas. At the
beginning of any treatment, you are asked to smell a
range of all-natural Espa oils and select a favourite for
use in the treatment. Supposedly the one you choose
contains the natural ingredients that your body most
needs. Interesting, we think!
Rejoice in the outdoors or relax indoors,
either way take some time to celebrate

D-Hotel
Maris is a
peaceful
enclave of
beauty, serenity
and luxury.
Five stunning
natural sanded
beaches offer
their own
individual
concepts
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The Gstaad
Palace is
known for its
authenticity,
elegance
and unique
ambience.
The Palace
Spa features
authentic
decor and
a magical
vintage charm

GSTAAD PALACE, SWITZERLAND
One of Switzerland’s grand vintage hotels with a
spa that’s as young as a fresh bud. Of granite and
wood, it offers a number of advanced treatments
rarely available elsewhere. The Palace Spa came
into existence in 2008 and features eight treatment
rooms, separate steam and sauna areas for men
and women, a hammam and a solarium. Close to 50
tonnes of granite were trucked in from the Blausee
region, and the material has been used to dramatic
effect, creating a wall of rock snaking through
the space. Away from the treatment rooms, guests
also have access to a swim-in swim-out heated
hydrotherapy pool.
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Memorable spa experiences, fabulous treatments and
relaxing moments are what it’s all about here
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THE SCARLET, ENGLAND

ATTRACTIONS
Explore iconic
attractions, discover
hidden treasures.
A gorgeous garden
one day, a gallery or
museum the next, surf
schools, boat trips,
cliff-top walking,
cycling…take your
pick. Or if history and
heritage is more your
thing, you’ll love our
historic houses, castles,
museums and world
heritage sites.

The Scarlet hotel takes peace and quiet seriously. Facilities
at the hotel’s spa include an outdoor reed-bed swimming
pool carved into the rocks, an Ayurvedic spa with chrysalisinspired sleeping pods, outdoor log fire-heated hot tubs
and a large sea-facing terrace. Although not enormous, a
centrally-located spa takes advantage of these views, with
a heated indoor pool and steam room, a natural outdoor
pool, two cliff-top hot baths, meditation spaces and a
relaxation room in which complimentary yoga classes are
offered every morning. Treatment rooms are tucked away
from the vista in a dimly lit tented area, with a cocoon-like
atmosphere which adds to the soothing experience. The
spa also includes a copper tub, hammam and rhassoul
which are used for individual and couples’ treatments.

The Scarlet
Hotel is a
luxury eco
hotel on
the edge of
the ocean.
Stunning views
of cliffs, seas
and the azure
skies. Be cared
for like you
would at a
friend’s home

Enjoy in this indoor pool
while the view outside
entices

Have a relaxed evening with great food
and music on this outdoor deck
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Spend
a quiet
afternoon
by the pool

KULM HOTEL, SWITZERLAND
A modern and stylish addition to Switzerland’s
long-standing Kulm Hotel, the Kulm spa comes
complete with sauna, steam room, indoor pool,
outdoor pool and more, but it’s perhaps its
setting that’s most impressive. It looks out at a
rugged, soaring stretch of the Swiss Alps and,
below, the expansive St Moritz Lake which
freezes over in winter and glistens alluringly
in summer. Known internationally as a wintersports resort, St Moritz has a broader heritage
as a health and well-being destination – its spas
date back almost 3,500 years so for the town’s
oldest hotel to invest £ 8million in developing
a new spa is actually a return to the region’s

roots. Facilities at the spa are numerous: as
expected they include a spacious Finnish sauna,
steam bath, gym, jacuzzi and relaxation room.
In addition there’s a salt grotto, 20-metre pool
and most impressively, an open-air pool where
guests can recline on bubbling waterbeds
while taking in an unimpeded view of the
surrounding peaks.

ATTRACTIONS
St Moritz is an alpine resort town in the Engadin,
a valley in Switzerland. Twice a host of the Winter
Olympics, St Moritz has a world championship
bobsled run made of natural ice and an outdoor
Olympic ice rink. Local ski and snowboard
complexes such as Corviglia, Corvatsch and
Diavolezza encompass a variety of downhill runs
suitable for skiers from intermediate to expert.
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There is
no better
way to do
yoga than
in pristine
nature

ATTRACTIONS

Because
one can
never tire of
massages

COMO SHAMBALA ESTATE, BALI
Bali is an Indonesian
island known for its
forested volcanic
mountains, iconic rice
paddies, beaches and
coral reefs. The island is
home to religious sites
such as the cliffside
Uluwatu Temple. The
island is also known for
its yoga and meditation
retreats that are
aplenty and one is
spoilt for choice.
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Taking a holistic approach to
fitness, Como Shambala Estate in
Bali offers “wellness programmes”
that take care of every aspect of
guests’ wellbeing. Care is taken
with cuisine (nutritionists are on
hand to advise on what’s best),
exercise is integrated into daily
programmes, and outdoor yoga
classes capitalise on the soothing
setting of the estate. The setting
being steep, mossy, grass-covered

hills, tropical rainforests buzzing
with insect and bird life, and really
pretty waterfalls, what’s not to like!
The wellness programmes last
three, five or seven nights. These
programmes include daily sessions
of meditation (to help clear my
mind), yoga (for stretching and
strengthening muscles), the
Chinese movement therapy qigong
(incredibly relaxing) and aerobic
sessions at the gym.
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IRIDIUM SPA, TIBET
ATTRACTIONS
Some say they realise
what they lost and
find themselves again
after travelling in Tibet.
Just experience the
heartbreaking natural
beauty of Tibet, the
mysterious and holy
religion, and the piety
and kindness of smiling
Tibetans. Tibet is the
spirit world that you
are looking for.
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With a design and approach
that reflects the art and spirit
of Tibet, the 1,087 squaremeter Iridium Spa offers
the utmost in personalised,
holistic treatments in a setting
of tranquillity and beauty.
Honouring the traditional
Tibetan approach to wellness
therapies, each guest receives a
consultation to determine his
or her dominant constitution
and the treatments and herbs
that will be most harmonious

and beneficial to that guest.
From customary two-tothree-hour rituals to shorter
rejuvenating and pampering
treatments, the spa offers a
full menu. Enjoy your time in
a couple’s suite or one of our
four single treatment rooms, or
you may request in-room spa
facilities in the privacy of your
own accommodation. Before or
after your treatment, savour a
nourishing beverage and snack
in the spa’s luxurious lounge.

Indulge in Tibetan spa treatments as you unravel age-old beauty secrets
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Special &
From the angriest
whopper to galauti
kebabs and from
strawberry banana
milkshake to the fancysounding ta-kohs,
the menus at Select
CITYWALK are
churning out specials
especially for you

Sumptuous

W

hat’s so special about this summer? The
beautiful sunny days?
The long cozy nights? Wearing the funnest
sundresses? Or ice cream dripping down
to your elbows? The foodies’ answer
to all these questions is a big fat “no”! There are so many
specials at Select CITYWALK to sample this summer that
the “traditionals” take a back seat. From succulent kebabs, to
hotter-than-the-summer burgers, chilled shakes, and tacos
with a twist, I go on a food trail more special than ever before!
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FOOD-TRIVIA LOVER,
NIGELLA LAWSON
FOLLOWER, COOKINGSHOW ENTHUSIAST,
POTATO WORSHIPPER
INCARNATE AND
HAS ONLY ONE
MOTTO – ‘MUST TRY
EVERYTHING!’ FOODIE
SAMIKSHA DEWAN
TELLS YOU WHAT TO
TRY, GRAB, EAT AND
EXPLORE AT SELECT
CITYWALK!

BURGER KING – ANGRIEST WHOPPER

If you live in the city there is no way you’ve
missed the countless reviews of the all new
“Angriest Whopper” by Burger King that are
slowly but surely taking over social media! All
this media frenzy brings out my FOMO side,
so I had to run and try one of these big bad
boys and my own and oh, a big bad boy this
burger is! While maintaining its reputation as
the biggest burger in the town, the whopper
takes it up a notch by introducing a chilli that
can challenge the most seasoned spicy food
eater but in the most enticing way possible!
I tried both the chicken burger as well as the
veggie one, and I have to say, the soft, juicy
patty, lettuce, tomatoes, jalapenos and crispy
onion rings is the one for me. Yes, it has
onions rings inside the burger – could life get
any better?
So what gives it that incomparable kick? The
Angriest Whopper has three types of chilliesjalapenos in their pickled form, Habanero
peppers in the sauce and paprika in the bun.
Three types of chilli creating many kinds of
flavour explosions on your tongue! So are
you ready to give this bomb for a meal a shot?
selectcitywalk.com May-June 2016

WHILE MAINTAINING ITS REPUTATION AS THE
BIGGEST BURGER IN THE TOWN, THE WHOPPER
TAKES IT UP A NOTCH BY INTRODUCING A
CHILLI THAT CAN CHALLENGE THE MOST
SEASONED SPICY FOOD EATER BUT IN THE
MOST ENTICING WAY POSSIBLE!
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THE KATHIS – This legendary

roll place never fails to deliver and
only churns out the best! This is why
the Kathis is a classic, whether it
be for the rolls or for the infamous
Depaul’s coffee! So what happens
when one legend meets another?
Well, pure magic to say the least! The
Kathis at Select CITYWALK is now
serving galauti kebabs! Succulent,
soft and melt-in-the-mouth, these
gorgeous kebabs are the answer to
everything in life. Okay, maybe not
the solution, but they’ll definitely
help you get through the problems a
tad more easily! Don’t forget to dive
into a platter of these the next time
you’re at Select CITYWALK and
feel your problems melt away into
oblivion just like the kebabs will in
your mouth!

KATHIS AT SELECT CITYWALK
IS NOW SERVING GALAUTI
KEBABS! SUCCULENT, SOFT
AND MELT-IN-THE-MOUTH,
THESE GORGEOUS KEBABS
ARE THE ANSWER TO
EVERYTHING IN LIFE. OKAY,
MAYBE NOT THE SOLUTION,
BUT THEY’LL DEFINITELY
HELP YOU GET THROUGH
THE PROBLEMS A TAD MORE
EASILY!
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ALL TA-KOHS COME
WITH A SIDE OF RICE
CRISPS AS WELL AS
BANANA CRISPS THAT
ARE SO DELICIOUS
THAT THEY DESERVE
A SEPARATE DISH!
THIS IS AN EXTREMELY
SPECIAL “SPECIAL” AT
MAMAGOTO, WHICH IS
ESPECIALLY NOT TO BE
MISSED.

MAMAGOTO – TA-KOHS
When you think of a taco,
you’ll think of a hard/soft shell,
beans, rice and another million
ingredients that leave you more
confused than satiated. But
leave it to Mamagoto to create a
twist that will leave you wanting
more! Try the newest special on
their menu this summer-the ‘takohs’. Inspired by their Mexican
counterparts, this wrap is as Asian
as they get. I tried almost all the
ta-kohs they had on offer and
they all had something special
about them! Starting with the
smoky--crispy smoked chicken,
goat cheese, chilli mayo and their
homemade taco sauce--this taco
brings texture and flavor together
in ways that will make your
tastebuds sing! If you’re a shell
fish fan--try the Prawny Panko
crusted prawns, with homemade
pickles and a BBQ sauce, this
selectcitywalk.com May-June 2016

ta-koh is a mini trip to Japan in
a bite, the pickles adding just
the right amount of tang to the
deliciously crispy prawns.
Next I tried the Porky. Soft,
succulent pork belly, thinly sliced
apples and a sweet homemade
plum sauce that compliments
it just right--this one is a pork
lovers come true! Saving the best
for last was the Craby which was
soft shelled crab deep fried to a
crisp, chilli mayo and homemade
pickles!
The vegetarians don’t need to feel
left out though--the Cheesy Crisp
panko coated fried goat cheese,
mango sauce and kimchi ticks
all the flavour boxes , and the
Tofuish-- tofu, Korean barbeque
sauce, taco sauce and cream
cheese is a bite of everything Asia
has to offer, with just a dollop of
it’s western counterpart!
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/SIP N BITE
FOODIE RECOMMENDS

JOHNNY ROCKETS – SPICY TEXAN BURGER AND
STRAWBERRY BANANA MILKSHAKE
A hearty burger is enough to last my
ever-hungry soul for a while, but Johnny
Rockets always leaves me asking for more!
And trying a special on the menu, only ends
up adding to the experience! In my drive
to find what’s new, what’s interesting and
what’s special this summer, I tried the Spicy
Texan burger with the strawberry banana
shake at Johnny Rockets, and what a treat
it was! I’m going to take a minute here and
first talk about the bun that is served at
Johnny Rockets. Have you ever eaten two
cloudy pieces of bread that are crisped up
and then given a generous brush of some
jaw-droppingly delicious spread? That’s what
every single burger at Johnny Rockets starts
off with. I had the lamb patty for the spicy
Texan burger, and that juicy all-meat-patty
combined with the spicy sticky sauce was a
treat for all my senses. Getting that burger
all in your mouth might be a Herculean
task, but hey, it’s my favourite kind of
workout! I combined it with what can only
be described as god’s favourite drink – the
strawberry banana shake. Deliciously smooth
and creamy, the shake is a summer party
down your throat. And the people at Johnny

Rockets know me really well--they hand
over what’s left of the shake in the mixer,
which I might otherwise fight for. While
you’re at the outlet--don’t forget to try one
of the staples on their menu--the corndogs.
Four beautiful chicken hotdogs, dipped in
a corn batter and deep fried to a crisp and
served on a stick. That’s it from this foodie
for the summer – making it as special as it
can get!

WHILE YOU’RE AT THE OUTLET – DON’T FORGET TO TRY ONE OF
THE STAPLES ON THEIR MENU--THE CORNDOGS. FOUR BEAUTIFUL
CHICKEN HOTDOGS, DIPPED IN A CORN BATTER AND DEEP FRIED
TO A CRISP AND SERVED ON A STICK.
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I SAY ORGANIC

/ADVERTORIAL

I Say Organic,

DO YOU?

Is your food chemical-free, naturally grown and organic? Read the fine
print and pick the right products that are healthy for you

D

id you know that organic
vegetables are free of chemicals,
you do not have to throw
away peels, where most of the
nutrition is! No reason to fret
though because organic fare is being made
available to you by I Say Organic in the most
seamless manner possible. Organic farming
is a holistic process working with nature to
grow the best possible fruits and vegetables.
Started in March 2012, I Say Organic
is Delhi’s most trusted organic grocery
company, that believes that respect and
responsibility should be at the core of how
we consume and produce food. It brings
best quality certified organic food directly
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from farmers to the customer’s doorstep,
via phone and online orders across Delhi/
NCR -seven days a week. The product range
includes fresh fruits and vegetables with an
emphasis on seasonality, grains, lentils, oils,
honey, tea, coffee and a lot more. It works
with various farmer groups across nine
states, representing over 3,000 farmers.
In December 2015, I Say Organic launched
its first retail outlet-cum-cafe at Select
CITYWALK and today it offers an
exhaustive range of fresh produce.
It also is an experiential space
that promotes the importance of
organic food, healthy eating and
sustainable living.
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/MOVIE-DOM
CELEB INTERVIEW

YOU GO

GIRL

Quantico, Oscars, Baywatch... the list just goes on. And now, the
prestigious Padma Shri. Pee Cee is set to take the world by storm. Her
sense of style precedes her but she believes ‘less is more’. Piggy Chops
shares her beauty and style mantra in a tête-à-tête

F

rom bagging the first award for
her American TV show to being
one of the Padma award winners,
actor Priyanka Chopra says she
is living a dream. Basking in the glory
of her recent success, the charismatic
actor, singer, producer and international
icon (phew!) has been juggling schedules
between India and the US and yet
manages to look like a million bucks all
the time.

How important is the Padma Shri?

Very important. Being from a defence
family, this means a lot. My father would
have been very proud had he been here.

One important thing when it comes to
dressing?
The one thing I wear best is my
confidence. That’s what I’d recommend
to everyone. It’s a big turn-on.
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What is your favourite look?

A little black dress. Or jeans and a
leather jacket with boots. One piece of
clothing that makes you look gorgeous,
no matter what,
is a white shirt and blue jeans. I think
that can never go wrong and it always
flatters anyone who wears it.

One thing you love to splurge on?

Shoes. I feel confident when I wear a
good pair of shoes. In fact, I style my
outfits around them.

A makeup trick you’ve picked up from
pageant days?

All the makeup that I own has been given
to me by makeup artists, because I don’t
actually own any. They give me anything
that they think looks nice on me. So,
thank you to all the makeup artists who
have contributed to my beauty bag.
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The one thing I
wear best is my
confidence. That’s
what I’d recommend
to everyone. It’s a big
turn-on.
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REVIEWS

/MOVIE-DOM

In theatres soon

From nostalgia to thrillers, Bollywood and Hollywood dole out an eclectic
mix of movies this season. Here are the hottest offerings

Catch a flick at
PVR Premiere
or PVR Gold
Class, Select
CITYWALK

RELEASING IN MAY, 2016
1920 London
(May 6, 2016)
Strange things start
happening to Londonbased Veer Singh after he
receives a suspicious gift
from Rajasthan. Shivangi,
his wife suspects black
magic and rushes to
Rajasthan to seek help
from an exorcist named
Jai. Directed by Tinu
Desai, actors Sharman
Joshi and Priyanka
Chopra’s cousin Meera
play pivotal roles.

The Curse
of Sleeping
Beauty
(May 13, 2016)
Thomas Kaiser
(Peck) inherits
an ancestral
mansion only
to discover
that he has
also inherited an ancient curse stemming back
to the Crusades. How Thomas teams up with an
ambitious local realtor and paranormal cleric to
unravel the mystery of the house forms the plot of
the story. Directed by Jeremy Saulnier, the movie
stars Ethan Peck and India Eisley in lead roles.
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Azhar
(May 13, 2016)
Directed by
Tony D’Souza,
Azhar is
an Indian
biographical
sports film
based on the
life of the
former Indian
international cricketer, Mohammad Azharuddin.
The film is a rollercoaster through the
unparalleled highs and harrowing lows of the
famed cricketer’s life. The movie stars Emraan
Hashmi in the lead role alongside Prachi Desai,
Nargis Fakhri and Huma Qureshi.
May-June 2016 selectcitywalk.com

Sarbjit
(May 20, 2016)
The film is
a biopic on
Sarabjit Singh,
a farmer from
Bhikiwind,
Punjab, near the
Indo-Pak border.
Inebriated,
Singh crosses
the border, is
mistaken to be an
Indian spy and
is sentenced to
capital punishment by the Supreme court of
Pakistan. Directed by Omung Kumar, the film
stars Aishwarya Rai and Randeep Hooda.

X-Men:
Apocalypse
(May 27, 2016)
The world’s
first mutant,
Apocalypse,
who’s invincible
and immortal,
has been
worshipped as
God. Catastrophe
strikes when
he awakens from hibernation and decides to
take over the world. Raven and Charles Xavier
face Apocalypse. This super-hero film has been
directed by Bryan Singer.

RELEASING IN JUNE, 2016

Warcraft

Udta Punjab

(June 10, 2016)
The peaceful realm of Azeroth
stands on the brink of war as its
civilisation faces a fearsome race
of invaders. As a portal opens
to connect the two worlds, one
army faces destruction and the
other extinction. From opposing
sides, two heroes are set on
the path of collision that will
decide the fate of their heritage.
This film has been directed by
Duncan Jones.

(June 17, 2016)
Udta Punjab revolves
around drug abuse in the
state of Punjab and how
the state’s youth have
succumbed to it en-masse
resulting in socio-economic
decline. Directed by
Abhishek Chaubey, the
movie stars Shahid Kapur,
Kareena Kapoor-Khan, Alia
Bhatt and Diljit Dosanjh in
pivotal roles.
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Independence Day:
Resurgence
(June 24, 2016)
Two decades after the first
Independence Day invasion,
the earth is faced with a
new extra solar threat. But
will mankind’s new space
defences be enough to save the
planet? Directed by Roland
Emmerich, the film stars Liam
Hemsworth, Joey King and
Maika Monroe in key roles.
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/ADVERTORIAL
THE BODY SHOP

Light and fair
Reveal your
most luminous
complexion with
The Body Shop’s
new complete
skin-brightening
regime, Drops of
Light

I

n a nation obsessed with fairness,
brightness or natural luminosity of skin
isn’t always in the limelight. Except
when an iconic beauty brand launches
products that vouch to enhance the
natural character of your skin from inside.
The Body Shop’s new Drops of Light range
promises to do exactly that!
Brighter skin isn’t only about reducing dark
spots, which is the new 5-in-1 formula pledges
to improve healthy brightness, translucency,
even tone, minimise the appearance of pores,
while leaving skin feeling smooth and supple.
The multi-benefit range is suitable for
sensitive skin, combines the natural power
of red algae, known for its brightening and
anti-dark spot correction benefits, plus the
power of Vitamin C, one of the most potent
antioxidants renowned to support brightening
and plumping skin with moisture. Made with
the finest raw ingredients that are sourced
from around the globe, the Drops of Light
range includes a Pure Heathy Brightening Day
Cream, Pure Healthy Brightening Serum and
a Pure Clarifying Foam Wash.
The Body Shop helps you be your best and
brightest self every single day. Shine on.
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COMMITMENT

At 40, The Body Shop launches a pioneering new commitment in its drive
to be the world’s most ethical and sustainable global business. Don’t need
any more reasons to love The Body Shop, do we?

F

rom launching Trade
not Aid in 1987, the
beauty industry’s
first Community
Trade programme, to
inventing the first Body Butter in
1992, The Body Shop has been at
the forefront of making change
happen. In its 40th year The Body
Shop will be launching BioBridges, a new initiative to protect
and regenerate 75 million square
metres of damaged habitats and
help communities to live more
sustainably. The Body Shop
will also be introducing a new,
100% vegetarian line of skincare,
bringing beauty recipes from
nature as well as an innovative
range of fragrances that capture
the essence of rare, precious,
living scents, whilst leaving
nature untouched.

THE BODY SHOP
/ADVERTORIAL

The beauty of

As The Body Shop turns 40, it
unveils a pioneering new global
CSR strategy that will underpin all
aspects of company operations.
The new Commitment will
reaffirm The Body Shop’s position
as a leader in ethical operations
and will define the next stage of
development of The Body Shop
business. The Commitment, which
will support The Body Shop in its
aim to be the world’s most ethical
and sustainable global business,
is an extensive programme of
global activities and measurable
targets that touches all areas of the
business, to be delivered by 2020.
The new Commitment, entitled
Enrich Not Exploit embraces the
bold ethical principles from which
The Body Shop was built. Jeremy
Schwartz, Chief Executive of The
Body Shop says: “Our aim is to
protect and enrich the planet,
people and products.”

Participants at The Body Shop’s 40th
anniversary celebrations. During the event,
the brand launched its new Enrich Not
Exploit Commitment
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Celebrations
galore
Celebrations and merriment were in the
air at the onset of April as The Body Shop
geared up to celebrate its 40th anniversary.
During the event, the brand launched its
new Enrich Not Exploit Commitment, with
a set of targets to help enable itself become
the world’s most ethical and sustainable
global business.
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Talk of the town
Events that took place at Select CITYWALK
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Celebrating
Womanhood
Woman’s Day was celebrated amidst great fanfare at
Select CITYWALK. The shopping centre took things
a step further this year by taking the phrase ‘spoiling
oneself silly’ quite seriously. Promoting the adage
“one looks good, one feels good”, a complimentary
makeover session was organised for all the ladies in
the house. The session included blow drys, massages,
fitness games, consultations etc to pamper the
lovely ladies. The central atrium was transformed
into a haven for women with a range of free beauty
treatments that you could only ask for in your dreams!
Also, they had installed a weighing scale to encourage
them to embrace their inner beauty and shun their
weight issues, once and for all.

selectcitywalk.com May-June 2016
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A Noble Initiative
Over 100 people came together at Select
CITYWALK for an electrifying flash mob to
help underprivileged children and homeless
animals lead a better life. Dancing to the
beats of peppy numbers, the mob tapped
their feet whilst matching steps with each
other and making merry. The flash mob
was conducted to create awareness
about the 100% charity sale
held a week later at Select
CITYWALK by The Angels
Network and Friendicoes
to raise funds for the Dukh
Bhanjan trust, the Earth
saviours foundation and
the homeless animals at
Friendicoes.
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Help Delhi
Breathe
In the wake of increasing air
pollution and health hazards
associated with it, a group
of concerned citizens came
together under the banner
of ‘Help Delhi Breathe’ to
organise a two-day fair at
Select CITYWALK. The event
highlighed how Delhi is reeling
under acute air pollution
and offered solutions to the
detrimental problem.
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Go Green
There is something fabulous
about art installations that
make you want to stand
and stare and even form an
interpretation. We brought a
20-feet long and 18-feet tall
installation that blew minds
away. Art Beat India’s awe
inspiring ‘Play of the Creator’
installation in celebration of
Earth Day was significant in
meaning and stature.
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Floral Extravaganza
Feast your eyes on some pretty spring
flair and brighten up your day at Select
CITYWALK. The shopping centre is in full
bloom this season. Go ahead and make your
next shopping experience as colourful as
ever. Sheer indulgence was in the air with
shoppers splurging and indulging in retail
therapy during the spring fiesta. Wrapping
up their woolies and stashing them away,
people were busy feasting on the fresh
arrivals of the season in a bid to revamp
their wardrobe.
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Handy-Craft
Select CITYWALK had transformed into a
haven for Indian handicraft lovers recently.
Visitors revelled in the magic created by
the enormously gifted and skillful artisans
and craftsmen. Customers indulged in
a wide variety of products, ranging from
handloom prints, artistic leather, paintings
and home decor. Beaded bags, Kolhapuri
chappals, printed home
textiles and jute bags were
also up for grabs. It was
a joint initiative by the
Ministry of Textiles along
with the Development
Commissioner (Handicrafts),
National Centre for Design
and Development.
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FIND YOUR WAY

/STORE DIRECTORY

EASY TO LOCATE
Ground Floor
ANCHOR & MAJOR SHOPS

APPAREL

GA01

H&M

G05

House of Louis Philippe

GA02

Zara

EW14B

Al- JILD

G58

Gant

G59B*

Hugo Boss

EW15

Happy Socks

BEAUTY & SKINCARE

APPAREL - INTERNATIONAL BRANDS

FOOD, GROCERY & CONFECTIONARY

G07A

Color Bar

GA01

H&M

G02A

Passion Cheese

G07B

Shahnaz Husain

GA02

Zara

G22B

Choko La

G12

Estee Lauder

G02C

U.S. Polo

G32

Royce

G13A

Chanel

G03-04

Massimo Dutti

G65

Modern Bazaar

G13B

Bobbi Brown

G09*

Dior

EW4b

I Say Organic

G16A

Inglot

G11

Guess

CAFES & MORE

G23

Chambor

G19

Burberry

G21

Chicago Pizza

G43

Clinique

G24

BCBGeneration

G29

Fast Trax

G48

L’occitane en Provence

G25

Tommy Hilfiger

G42

Starbucks

G49

Mac

G33-36

Armani Jeans

G47

L’opera

G51

Sephora

G37

Thomas Pink

G64B

Alaturka

G55

Lancome

G38

CK Jeans

G64A

Gelato Vinto

G61

Forest Essentials

G39

Bebe

EW4A

Haagen Dazs

GF

Perfume Couture

G40

Mango

EW9

Red Mango

EW11

Shahnaz Husain

G56

Promod

EW16

Keventers

GR03

Khan Chacha

Emporio Armani

Forest Essentials
L’Occitane

Forest Essentials

Forever New
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Forever New
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RESTAURANTS - FINE DINING

ELECTRONICS

GR02A

Pizza Hut

EW14A

GR02B

KFC

BAGS, BELTS, FASHION
ACCESSORIES & FOOTWEAR
G08

Furla

G17

Aldo

G69
EW8

SERVICES, SPECIALITY SHOPS
& TRAVEL
G22A

Opticals &
Sunglasses

Sunglass Hut

Charles & Keith

G60

Travel Shop

TUI Travel

CCILU

G62

Pharmacy

Guardian
GNC Livewell

G63A

Cinemas

PVR Ticket
Counter

GF

Manager on
Duty Desk

GF

Perfumerie

EW5B

Rosemoore

WATCHES & JEWELLERY
G10

Swarovski

G14

Ethos

G15

Rado

GF

Watches

EW6B

Preeti Mohan

Lift
Lobby B

BOOKS, GIFTS, MUSIC & CARDS
G02B

Happily Unmarried

G08B

Lladro

G68

Robo Bull

Perfume
Couture

Concierge
Serviced
Svelte Hotel
Apartments & Personal
Suites

LINGERIE
G18

Herman Kardon

La Senza

First Floor
ANCHOR & MAJOR SHOPS
F01

H&M

FA02

GAP

FF

PVR Gold Class & PVR
Premiere

BEAUTY & SKINCARE
F10

The Body Shop

F77A

Faces

APPAREL
F01A

Allen Solly Women

F05

Allen Solly

F12

Pantaloons

F25-26

W

F57

Van Heusen Women

F68A

Zodiac

F70

Wills Lifestyle

APPAREL - INTERNATIONAL BRANDS
F03

Massimo Dutti

LOWER GROUND 1

F15

Forever New

Lobby B

Rewards Desk

F34

Superdry

Lobby C

TJ's Products

F35

United Colors of Benetton

Pavers England
Next
Forever New

Forest
Essentials
L’Occitane
Forest Essentials
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FIND YOUR WAY

/STORE DIRECTORY

EASY TO LOCATE
F38

Aeropostale

F73

The Kathi’s

F16B

Swatch

F52

Beverly Hills Polo Club

F74

Krispy Kreme

F48

Seiko

F53

Levi’s

FF

Sushiya

F63

Tissot

F54

Lacoste

RESTAURANTS - FINE DINING

BOOKS, GIFTS, MUSIC & CARDS

F63

T. M. Lewin

F48A

F18

APPAREL - SPORTSWEAR
F30

Nike

F40

Puma

F43

Columbia

F55

Adidas

F56

Reebok

F58

Asics

APPAREL - RESORTWEAR
F17A

Shivan & Narresh

APPAREL - ETHNICWEAR
F79

L’affaire

CAFES & MORE
F62

Barista Lavazza

F65

The Coffee Bean
& Tea Leaf

Amici

BAGS, BELTS, FASHION
ACCESSORIES & FOOTWEAR
F-09

ELECTRONICS

Steve Madden

F14

Da Milano

F17B

Aldo Accessories

F33

Dune

F59

Satya Paul Accessories

F64

Nine West

F67

Hidesign

F69A

Tresmode

F72

Nappa Dori

F78A

Accessorize

F78B

Pavers England

F02

Croma

F21

Digital House

F29

Samsung

F37

Imagine

HOME & LIFESTYLE
F61

Kitchen & More by CCDS

SERVICES, SPECIALITY SHOPS &
TRAVEL

WATCHES & JEWELLERY
F11

Crossword

Renee Jewellers

F19

Liquor Shop

La cave

F22A

Watches

Tissot Service Center

F23B

Nail Bar

Simar’s
Nail Bar

Forever New

Forever New

Forest Essentials

Forever New

Accessorize

Accessorize
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Forever New
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F27

Scaled Model Modelart
Replicas &
Hobby Toys

FF

Hawk Tatoo

APPAREL - ETHNICWEAR

FF

Antidote

S11B

Opticals &
Sunglasses

Rite Sight

FF(Balcony) Mr. pronto

RESTAURANTS - FINE DINING

F68B

Opticals &
Sunglasses

Dayal
Opticals

FF(Balcony) Green India

S02A

Burger King

FF(Balcony) Aampapad

S02B

Harry’s

F69B

Writing
Instruments

William
Penn

S05

Sattvik

FF

Cinemas

PVR Gold
Class & PVR
Premiere

S09

Mamagoto

S10

Joy Luck Moon

S12B

Yum Yum Cha

S14

Johnny Rockets

S21

Geoffrey’s

S18

Punjab Grill

F60

FF

Pots & Plants Green India

FF

Tattoo Art

FF Balcony

Shoe & Bag
Repair

Second Floor
ANCHOR & MAJOR SHOPS

Mr. Pronto

S06

Goodearth

S25

Mothercare

SA02

Homestop

BEAUTY & SKINCARE
KIOSKS

S29A

Geetanjali

FF

Crunch Box

S31

Looks

FF

Sushiya Impex

S32

Novalash

FF

HTC

APPAREL - SPORTSWEAR

FF

Moarmouz

S17B

Fabindia

KIDS & INFANT CARE
S23

Sucre d’Orge & Cie

S25-26

Mothercare

S27

U.S. Polo Assn

S28

UCB Kids

S33

Tommy Hilfiger
Childrenwear

S30A1

Chicco

Adidas Kids

Forever New

Forever New

Inglot
MAC

Forever New

Accessorize
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FIND YOUR WAY

/STORE DIRECTORY

EASY TO LOCATE
BAGS, BELTS, FASHION ACCESSORIES & FOOTWEAR
Bagzone

S15

Stationary

Gifts of Love

S16A

Delsey

S29A

Salon

Geetanjali

S17A

Footkraft

S31

Salon

Looks

S30B2

Spa

Aroma Thai

S16B

HOME & LIFESTYLE

Third Floor

SPECIALITY SHOPS & TRAVEL

S06

Goodearth

SF

Pet Accessories

Heads up for
Tails

S11A

Oma

SF

Nail Bar

Nails N More

S30A2

Maspar

S30B1

Le Creuset

SA02

Homestop

Select CITYWALK Store Directory

Momentz

S13B

Kriti Creations

S15

Gifts of Love

S29B

Om Book Shop

ELECTRONICS
SF

M Zone

FOOD, GROCERY & CONFECTIONARY
SF

Hangout

3rd
Floor

KIDS & INFANT CARE

Baby Oye

Select CITYWALK Store Directory

KIOSKS
SF

Mzone

SF

Heads up for tails

SF

Pretty please me

SF

Nails n More

SF

CROCS

SF

Movenpick

5th &
6th
Floor

HEALTH
CLUB

5th
Floor
Office
Tower

WELLA

Fitness First
Platinum

* Stores coming soon
** Stores Newly opened
*** Newly Opened Highstreet Stores

Movenpick

Forever New

ENTERTAINMENT

Fifth &
Sixth Floor

BOOKS, GIFTS, MUSIC & CARDS
S12A

3rd
Floor

Da Milano

Reebok

Forever
New
Inglot

The Body
Shop
The Body Shop
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